Terms & Conditions for BFIT - Scholarship, its different phases and EARLY ADMISSION
1) The scholarship shall be awarded based on aggregate marks of

3) If a student gets scholarship from government/NGO/other

either Class X, Class XII or bachelor’s result. In case of CGPA, it shall

agency, the Scholarship amount would be restricted to the

be converted accordingly to CBSE/ICSE/National Board/UGC

difference of sanctioned amount by Govt./NGO/other agency

/University norms. If the conversion criteria is not mentioned in the

and Scholarship at BFIT. This decision is at the behest of BFIT

marksheet, then the following criteria shall be applicable:

Scholarship Committee.

a. Scholarship in the bracket of 95% or more marks may be
awarded to applicant who has obtained 10 CGPA.
b. Scholarship in the bracket of 90% to 94.99% marks may be
awarded to applicant who has obtained 9.5 CGPA to 9.99
CGPA.
c. Scholarship in the bracket of 80% to 89.99% marks may be
awarded to applicant who has obtained 8.5 CGPA to 9.49

4) Scholarships are based on early admission and are further subject
to availability of seats, course applied, documents authentication as
per requirement of the institution.
5) Scholarship based on performance in Sports, Cultural, R&D, Cocurricular, Social Service, etc. will only be awarded in case of
competition meeting the guidelines approved by the said
organizations as mentioned on scholarship page.

CGPA
d. Scholarship in the bracket of 70% to 79.99% marks may be

6) Students applying for admission through Scholarships will be

awarded to applicant who has obtained 7.5 CGPA to 8.49

required to upload documents/proof/certificates in the application

CGPA

portal after receiving login credentials for verification and
authentication. Certificates validity from 31st March 2016 till the date

2) Scholarship offered may be on different basis such as scholarship based

of application, shall be accepted only.

on Uttarakhand Domicile, Scholarship based on percentage, Scholarship
based on Sports, Cultural, R&D, Co- curricular, Social Service etc,
Scholarship based on AIBFEE or Qualifying examinations such as
NEET/CAT/MAT/ICAR/G-MAT/CLAT etc. But it can be availed only
under one category. Also, Scholarships shall be applied at the time of
application or till the last date of particular path or subject to seat
availability. It shall not be allowed to change/apply at later stage.

7) Scholarships may or may not be applicable in case of change of
course subject to scholarship seat availability in the chosen
course.

8) For Continuation of scholarship based on Uttarakhand Domicile,
Scholarship based on percentage, Scholarship based on Sports, Cultural,
Co- curricular, Social Service etc, Scholarship based on AIBFEE or
Qualifying examinations such as NEET/CAT/MAT/ ICAR/ G-MAT/CLAT etc.
in the successive years, student must fulfill the requirements as
mentioned in Scholarship file or Institution website.
i) Scholarship based on Sports for successive years: -

ii)

Scholarship based on Cultural, Co- curricular etc for successive
years: S.
No.
1

Criteria

Requirement

Academic Attendance w/o OD

2

Achievement

As per the Board /
University Norms.
Should represent
BFIT Group of

S.
Criteria
No.
1
Academic
Attendance w/o OD
2
Achievement

Requirement

Institutions at State/
National/

As per the Board / University
Norms.
Should represent BFIT Group

International Level
or winner at

of Institutions at State/

University/ Zonal

National/ International Level or
winner at University/ Zonal
3

Participation in
functions
conducted by
Student Welfare
Department.

Level.
Attendance in all (as and when
required)

Note: If a student fails to fulfill the above said requirements due
to any reason such as medical/fitness etc. he/she will not
be allowed to continue availing scholarship for successive
years.
 Successive year means scholarship is only valid for those
students who have already been awarded Scholarship in
their first year at the time of admission.

3

Level.
Participation in functions
Attendance in all (as
conducted by Student Welfare and when required)
Department.

Note: If a student fails to fulfill the above said requirements due
to any reason such as medical/fitness etc. he/she will not
be allowed to continue availing scholarship for successive
years.
 Successive year means scholarship is only valid for those
students who have already been awarded Scholarship in
their first year at the time of admission.

iii)

Scholarship based Social Service for successive years: a) Received any award after joining BFIT at State/ Inter

university/ National/ International level in
government recognized events.

 Successive year means scholarship is only valid for those
students who have already been awarded Scholarship in
their first year at the time of admission.
v) Scholarship based on AIBFEE/Percentage in the successive
years
i) Students must maintain more than 75% attendance.

b) Student must be in core team of
c)

ii) Student must maintain more than 70% internal marks and

Rangrezza & Technojashn or any other event as and

external marks as follows.

when required.

a. Scholarship in the bracket of more than 95% marks or

d) Participation in functions conducted by Student

Rank#1 AIBFEE must maintain more than 9.0 CGPA.

Welfare Department.

b. Scholarship in the bracket of 90% to 94.99% or Rank#2

Note: If a student fails to fulfill the above said requirements due
to any reason such as medical/fitness etc. he/she will not
be allowed to continue availing scholarship for successive
years.
 Successive year means scholarship only valid for the
students those who have been already awarded
Scholarship in their first year at the time of admission.
iv)
Scholarship based Uttarakhand Domicile for
successive years: a) Students must secure more than 70% marks in

internals examinations.
b) Students must secure more than 6.5 CGPA or

equivalent marks in external examinations.

AIBFEE must maintain more than 8.5 CGPA.
c. Scholarship in the bracket of 80% to 89.99% or Rank#3
AIBFEE marks must maintain more than 8.0 CGPA.
d. Scholarship in the bracket of 70% to 79.99% or Rank#4
AIBFEE must maintain more than 7.5 C GPA
Note: If a student fails to fulfill the above said requirements due
to any reason such as medical/fitness etc. he/she will not
be allowed to continue availing scholarship for successive
years.
 Successive year means scholarship is only valid for those
students who have already been awarded Scholarship in
their first year at the time of admission.

c) Students must maintain more than 75% attendance.

Note: If a student fails to fulfill the above said requirements due
to any reason such as medical/fitness etc. he/she will not
be allowed to continue availing scholarship for successive
years.

9) 400 Scholarship may be awarded subject to maximum of 25% of
total students admitted in the Institution in 2018 session. However,
Scholarship scheme may be reviewed every month and may be
continued/reduced/withdrawn as decided by the Institution.

10) Institution at its discretion may impose condition of minimum
CGPA and/or attendance to be maintained in every
term/Semester/year for continuation of Scholarship in successive
term(s)/semester(s)/years.
11) All students applying for admission through scholarship should
reapply for scholarships by filling the scholarship form before 1st
March (every year) and attaching the document proofs
/certificates, failing which they won’t be allowed to further avail
scholarship.
12) In addition to other terms and conditions as prescribed from time
to time, only those students will be eligible for scholarship in
successive terms/ years, who have not been charged /alleged with
any of the following disciplinary misconduct.
i. Any physical Assault or threat to use physical force against
any student or any other officer/member of the Institute
(either teaching or non-teaching) within or outside the
institute.
ii. Carrying of weapons or threat of using them.
iii. Violation of the status, dignity and honor of students
belonging to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes.
iv. Any violation of the provision of the Civil Rights Protection
Act, 1976.
v.

Any gesture, posture or verbal remarks, which is otherwise
derogatory to women.

vi.

Any attempt to bribe for illegal gains or any other

corruption of any means.
vii. Gifts to staff members, any contribution or any collection
for any purpose unless approved by the Chairman.
viii.

ix.

Willful destruction, damage to or defacing of the
Institute property or causing any disruption in any
manner to the normal functioning of the Institute.
Creating ill will or in tolerance on religious or
communal grounds.

13) State-wise Scholarships shall be announced after the declaration of
results of the respective state, students who have appeared from
Board other than State Board shall not be eligible to claim Statewise scholarship.
14) In case of any matter not covered here and for interpretation of
any content, BFIT Scholarship committee’s decision shall be final.
15) If by the mistake of administration/academic staff, a scholarship
gets awarded to an applicant, then the student will pay full Fee
without Scholarship and the balance additional amount will be
recovered if scholarship already availed.
16) If it is found that applicant has falsified documents for availing
scholarship, then admission/ scholarship will be cancelled, and
an appropriate action shall be initiated legally.

Note:If a student fails to fulfill the above said requirements due to any reason such as medical/fitness etc. he/she will not be allowed to continue
availing scholarship for successive years.

